DNA enzyme immunoassay: a rapid and convenient colorimetric method for diagnosis of cystic fibrosis.
Genetic analysis of inherited diseases has been greatly facilitated by new approaches, involving genomic DNA amplification by the polymerase chain reaction (PCR), followed by hybridization with wild type-specific or mutation-specific oligonucleotide (MSO) probes. The main advantage of these methods is that they allow easy detection of point mutations starting from minimal amounts of biological materials. These techniques, however, require procedures which are not well suited to large-scale screening or use in routine laboratories. The development of dedicated kits to perform these tests efficiently in clinical laboratories is an important current issue. We developed a new non-radioisotopic assay to reveal specifically DNA-DNA hybrids between amplified DNA and MSO probes, and applied it to the detection of two mutations causing cystic fibrosis. The detection of hybrids is achieved by means of an anti double-stranded DNA antibody, in a format which is designed as a colorimetric assay resembling a common enzymatic immunoassay (EIA). The assay detects the hybridization event, independent of the nucleic acid sequences involved in the formation of the specific hybrids, and can be used with any combination of target DNA and probes. Therefore, this test represents a significant improvement for the clinical use of the polymerase chain reaction in the diagnosis of inherited diseases.